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About This Game

Experience a new kind of immersive horror in Dreadhalls!

You are trapped deep inside a massive dungeon. Explore it, survive it, and find a way to escape. Your only weapons will be
stealth, your own courage, and a faint light.

Inspired by the survival horror and roguelike genres, Dreadhalls has been terrorizing people ever since its debut at the 2013
Oculus + Indiecade VR Jam.

Dreadhalls is an intense and scary experience, not for the faint of heart. You have been warned!

FEATURES:

Procedural Levels - Every time you play, the map will be different. You’ll never know what to expect.

Listen to your surroundings! - Dreadhalls combines positional audio cues and an original soundtrack to build its award-
winning immersive soundscape.

Survive! - Hide and run from the creatures that creep in the darkness. Find oil to keep your light fed. Surviving in a
dungeon is not an easy task!
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Title: Dreadhalls
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
White Door Games
Publisher:
White Door Games
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 (or equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 / AMD R9 290 (or equivalent)

Storage: 1024 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a Virtual Reality headset

English,French,German,Korean
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If you want to get scared and♥♥♥♥♥♥your pants, Get this.
If you don't want to get scared, Get this.. 10/10 Would get scared to death again.. Well, one hour of gameplay later, and I'm
proper spooked! Want a good VR Horror game? Dreadhalls is one of those slow-trudging defenseless horror games. Randomly
generated claustrophic environments, multiple monsters to survive around, and the atmosphere here is top, top notch. Hell, it's
even got bits of exposition about the world around you that you can unlock as you go. I'm genuinely curious to piece this worlds
story together. I wanted a VR horror experience, and I've got it.

And honestly, the best part? None of the monsters have killed me in a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t or unfair way either. Except for heart
attacks of course.. Dreadhalls is freaking awsome. Buy it.. Freshly blazed, 5:30am, alone. Just failed my first attempt at playing
this game. First few doors were chill, but then it was like being inside my worst nightmare. The atmosphere is haunting, the
sound strips all sense of comfort. What really got me was the pacing of the jump-scares, which are plentiful, but not cheap like
some other games. There was a continuous string of terror that connected one to the next that made the calmest moments some
of the hardest, because you just expected worst.

Only a few minutes in, but 10/10 as far as what this game is supposed to do - scare the fooking shet out of you. Run from
monster
- End up in room with locked door to right and corridor to your left
- Noises from last encounter
- Franticly look between both repeatedly while unlocking the door
- Nothing comes
- Door unlocks
- Relief washes over you
- Look back one last time
- Shadow monster
- Almost fall over in surprise

10/10 I have never gotten jumpscared that hard before.. Nice game, very well built in terms of interaction and VR playability,
fairly decent graphics aswell. The actual game itself is very slow paced and eerily quiet, you essentially spend your time walking
through a labrinth (that changes every time you die btw) looking for objects to help you progress, whilst every so often walking
into a scary creature.. you then either scream♥♥♥♥♥♥yourself and die causing you to repeat this experience, or attempt to leg
it and see how that goes.

Overall a very fun game to play with a mate sat next to you giving constant unhelpful advice, be prepared to walk around
aimlessly for a long time though, I should also note that many of the corridors are very skinny so if you're claustrophobic you
probably won't enjoy this lol. I beat this game in less than 30 minutes and refunded it.

Indie horror garbage. great in vr, a must for any horror fan
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This game made me run into a wall in real life. 10/10

The amount of content you get for the price is simply amazing. It brings back the Amnesia: The dark descent vibes.

Dreadhalls is a very good VR horror/adventure game which I highly recommend if you have a VR headset.. Excellent horror VR
title. The game is extremely comfortable to play..  This is the most horrifying and entertaining thriller i played so far.
10/10 . 10/10

Absolutely the scariest experence I have ever had playing a video game. The pure terror you feel rounding every cornor, opening
every door makes this game amazing.

Absolute MUST BUY for any horror genre lover!. I had this for the Samsung Gear and loved it then.

The graphics are great with good options in the menu for sampling. It ran great on mine on the higher settings - GTX970. The
sound is incredibly creepy with whispering and fantastic ambience throughout.

Being on the Vive, it just feels so much better. The game makes excellent use of the controllers and gives you turning options in
the menu (which can be accessed from within the game) so as to combat any motion sickness issues. The locomotion is the
standard non-teleportation method but it works well. I recommend trying the movement on the left trackpad only and use your
head to look. You can also set the forward movement to go where you're looking and this will help if you get any sickness.

There's enough variety and longevity for the low price and I highly recommend grabbing this. It is one of the most terrifying
games available and isn't all about jump scares.. Doesn't look like much from the pictures, but the in-game darkness and
atmosphere are really terrifying. Controls are pretty good and fairly intuitive. Theres no subsitute for the feeling you get when
something creepy looks like it is really there. I encountered something that made me run away with my real legs, and not my VR
ones. Be careful that you don't do that, or you might hurt yourself, or one of your friends watching you...

Best VR horror experience right now.
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